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Here at Theben, our day-to-day is all about coming up with creative and innovative building automation
solutions. It all started with the ELPA, which has been switching lights off safely since our company
was first established back in 1921 and is today synonymous with the staircase light timer switch.

More information is
available at
www.theben.de/en

Innovation is woven into Theben's very DNA and it is what has resulted in our latest interoperable
product: the CONEXA 3.0 Performance
Smart Meter Gateway is our way of taking the energy transition up a notch. Or how about the LUXORliving
smart home system: based on KNX, it offers customers unrivalled security of investment. It is programmed
without ETS and is fast, easy and straightforward to start up.
But for all our love of technical wizardry, we haven't lost sight of the design – independent panels have
attested to this, several times over.
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Paul Sebastian Schwenk
Chairman of the Board of Management at Theben AG and
fourth generation of the company's founding family
on the roof of our administration building in Haigerloch.
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Diversified
Our business areas

Building automation
& smart home

Presence & motion detectors,
lighting

Since 1992, more from page 6

Since 2007, more from page 14

Weather station

Operating controls
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Presence detectors
(230 V, KNX, DALI)
Presence sensors
(DALI-2)

Actuator technology

Motion detectors
(230 V, KNX)

Smart homes

LED lights
(with and without detectors,
can also be controlled remotely via an app)

Time, light
& climate control

Smart metering
& smart grid

Since 1921

Since 2010, more from page 16

Time switches
Staircase light
timer switches

Twilight switches

Smart meter gateway
(with added-value module)

Dimmers

Thermostats

Control box
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Home, smart home!
LUXORliving smart home system
LUXORliving is the intuitive smart home system from Theben, offering all-round home comfort,
whilst avoiding unnecessary waste. LUXORliving controls everything that matters: switching lights on
and off; dimming; regulating the heating and blinds.
And the best thing: LUXORliving is so easy to assemble, install and use that you don't need a
specialised installer – unless you really want one!

LUXORliving highlights
→ Simple start-up
→ LUXORplug free programming software
→ Free button selection and intuitive operation
→	High security of investment thanks to components based on KNX
→ VDE-certified security
→ Wireless add-on components

Plug & play: LUXORplug start-up software and LUXORplay app for operation.
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Safety first. Be secure.
In choosing LUXORliving, you are taking a belt and braces
approach to safety and security:
→	
Certified KNX basis
You and your customers benefit from the openness of a
global standard. And are perfectly equipped to tackle
the proprietary solutions and systems of the future.
→	
VDE certification
All LUXORliving components (apps, programming
software, system control centre) are VDE-certified.

Online. Digital. Virtual.

Alexa, turn on the light!
Decisions, decisions: will you control LUXORliving using
buttons, the app or your own voice?
All you need to get going is an account in the Theben cloud
(free for the first year) and to have an IP1 registered there.
→	
AMAZON ALEXA voice assistant
→ Google Assistant

Made in Germany

We are here to help you 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
OK, maybe not always face to face, but we are always ready to
assist and advise.

→	
All the components found in our LUXORliving smart
home system are developed and manufactured at our
site in Haigerloch.

→	
Online training courses
Our practical, solutions-oriented online seminars will
teach you everything you need to know about installing
and starting up LUXORliving:
www.theben.de/service-en-gb/training-courses/

→	
100% final inspection is implemented in the production
department.

→	
Tutorials
You will find all kinds of tips and tricks in our video
tutorials on our YouTube channel:
www.youtube.com/TheThebenAG
→	
Newsletter
Our free-of-charge LUXORliving newsletter will keep you
abreast of all the latest developments. Simply register here:
www.luxorliving.co.uk

→	
Server located in Germany
The server for our Theben cloud is located in Germany,
where it is optimally protected against data theft and
manipulation.
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Convenient. Stylish.
iON touch sensors and room
controllers
Switch on and dim the light, raise and lower blinds, control the room temperature, or save and call up
individual scenes. With Theben iON touch sensors and room controllers, a wide range of functions in every
KNX-based smart building and in the Theben LUXORliving smart home system can be controlled simply by
pressing a button. ID AID has come up with a frameless design that means iON cuts a stylish figure in any
room.
→ Simple integration thanks to a built-in bus coupling unit
→ Integrated sensor for easy temperature measurement
→	
	
Reliable status indication via coloured LEDs or
LC display
→ Customisable button labels

iON 2 LX

iON 4 LX

iON 8 LX

-	1-way touch sensor
(4800412)

-	2-way touch sensor
(4800414)

-	10-way room controller
(4800418)

iON 102 KNX

iON 104 KNX

iON 108 KNX

-	1-way touch sensor
(4969232)

-	2-way touch sensor
(4969234)

-	20-way room controller
(4969238)

A subtle presence – day and night

Clearly convenient

Coloured or plain. Bright or dark. The status LEDs of iON 102 and 104
inform you about the current status of the touch sensor. You decide
whether in cheerful colours or harmoniously elegant. The brightness
of the LEDs automatically adjusts to the surrounding brightness. They
shine a little less at night, so no one is disturbed, and a little brighter
during the day, so they are clearly visible.

iON 102 and 104 can be labelled according to your needs and preferences. You can choose between clear function descriptions, such
as "light on", "scene TV" or "blinds up". Or you design the surface
entirely to suit your taste. Even easier is the use of our practical
templates at www.theben.de/ion-en
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More functions – more convenience
iON 108 room controllers feature a high-quality and extremely durable
LC display. So you see clearly what's going on. Select an icon for each of
the 10 or 20 functions and assign suitable function names to them. The current status is also displayed. Operating your smart home couldn't be easier.
Speaking of operation: iON 108 KNX can also be easily controlled via
Bluetooth using an app. App operation is perfect for meeting rooms or
hotel rooms. Guests simply control the functions
of the room themselves.
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Secure communication
KNX Data Secure
The flush-mounted actuators in TP and RF versions support
secure communication with encryption according to the
"KNX Data Secure" standard. This standard effectively
prevents interpretation and manipulation of the sent
information. Thanks to their compact design, KNX flushmounted actuators fit into any switch/junction box.

With its new wireless actuators that comply with the KNX
standard "KNX RF1.R S-Mode", Theben offers a practical
option to expand existing KNX systems in buildings
without the need to invest much time or effort. In this way,
extensions to buildings or functions can be easily integrated into the system at a later date. Thanks to the
media coupler, you can easily link wired and wireless
components.

Wide range of applications
Depending on device, can be used for dimming, for blinds/
shading control, for switching loads with high inrush
currents, for heating control or for integrating buttons,
signal contacts and temperature sensors.

Quick installation
Compatible with KNX
Data Secure:
→	KNX RF actuators
→	KNX TP actuators
→	LUXORliving RF actuators
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Thanks to their compact design, the KNX flush-mounted
wireless actuators fit into any switch/junction box

Flexible integration
With 2 external inputs for connecting a button,
signal contact or temperature sensor

Authenticated.
Encrypted. Secure.
KNX IP Secure

These Theben products are
compatible with KNX Data Secure:
Touch sensors
& binary inputs
- iON 102 KNX
- iON 104 KNX
- iON 108 KNX
- TU 1 RF KNX
- LUXORliving T4 RF

Switching actuators
- SU 1 KNX
- SU 1 RF KNX
- LUXORliving S1 RF

Blinds actuators

As the degree of networking in smart
buildings increases, so do the requirements
on the security of the systems. The KNX
Association is responding to these
demands in the form of the new KNX
IP Secure standard.
KNX IP Secure now ensures that messages
sent via KNX devices are authenticated and
encrypted in IP networks.

KNX IPsecure router

→	Option of "secured" or "unsecured"
communication
→	Communication of up to 10 devices
thanks to unicast
→	Each router can also be used as an
interface
→	Complete filter table for all main groups
→	Indication of power failures on the bus
→	5 tunnelling servers available
→ Firmware update possible

- JU 1 KNX
- JU 1 RF KNX
- LUXORliving J1 RF

Dimming actuators
- DU 1 KNX
- DU 1 RF KNX
- LUXORliving D1 RF

Heating actuators
- HU 1 KNX
- HU 1 RF KNX
- LUXORliving H1 RF
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Quick, straightforward, affordable
KNX sets for an affordable introduction
KNX sets from Theben provide you with an easy and cost-effective route into the world of
KNX technology. The only other things you will need are ETS and a programming interface.

An easy way in
The sets include the most popular KNX
devices and can be supplemented with any
additional KNX devices as required.

High flexibility
The KNX dimming actuators are suitable for
any retrofit lamp with dimming capability.
The combination actuators (sets 2 & 3) can
be used to perform switch functions or for
drive control.

KNX set 1 "FIX" item no. 4990201
1x PS 640 mA T KNX (9070958)
1x DM 4-2 T KNX (4940280)
4-way dimming actuator
200 W per channel, optimised for LEDs
1x TA 4 S KNX (4969224)
4-way button interface
Switching, dimming, blinds or temperature measurement

KNX set 2 "FIX" item no. 4990202
1x PS 640 mA T KNX (9070958)
1x DM 8-2 T KNX (4940285)
8-way dimming actuator
200 W per channel, optimised for LEDs
1x RM 8 T KNX (4940200)
8-way switch or blinds actuator
200 W per channel, optimised for LEDs
2x TA 4 S KNX (4969224)
1x TA 8 S KNX (4969228)
4/8-way button interface
Switching, dimming, blinds or temperature measurement
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ETS programming free of charge
All sets include up to 5 KNX devices. You
can use the free demo version of ETS5 to
program them and start them up.

KNX set 3 "MIX" item no. 4990203
1x PS 640 mA T KNX (9070958)
1x RMG 8 T KNX (4930200)
8-way switch or
4-way blinds actuator
2x DME 2 T KNX (4930275)
2-way dimming actuators
400 W per channel, optimised for LEDs
2x TA 4 S KNX (4969224)
4-way button interfaces
Switching, dimming, blinds or temperature measurement

KNX set 4 "Flush-mounted RF"
item no. 4990204
1x PS 640 mA T KNX (9070958)
1x media coupler TP-RF KNX (9070868)
1x SU 1 RF KNX (4941620)
1-way switch actuator with 2 external inputs
1x JU 1 RF KNX (4941650)
1-way blinds actuator with 2 external inputs
1x DU 1 RF KNX (4941670)
1-way dimming actuator
250 W, optimised for LEDs
With 2 external inputs
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Original size
theRonda S360 DALI-2 S UP WH (50 m2, circular Ø 8 m)
theRonda P360 DALI-2 S UP WH (452 m2, circular Ø 24 m)
thePassa P360 DALI-2 S UP WH (135 m2,
30 x 4.5 m)

Illuminating connections
DALI-2 presence sensors
Perfect light management can be achieved with a higher-level control system and presence
sensors. The DALI-2 standard ensures compatibility across manufacturers. This allows the DALI-2
presence sensors to be operated with any Multi-Master-Application-Controller that complies with
IEC 62386 Parts 101/104.
As an input device, the presence sensor provides information regarding presence detection and lux
measurements in accordance with IEC 62386 Part 303 or Part 304 via the DALI bus. The higherlevel control system undertakes the full functionality such as switching, constant lighting control,
fully/semi-automatic device, manual override, scenes, etc.
The DALI-2 presence sensors also support remote control commands for dimming or switching lamps,
controlling blinds or other functions. The presence sensor sends this information via the DALI bus to
the higher-level control system as per IEC 62386 Part 301. Using this information, the controller can
trigger the desired actions.

Multi-Master
Application Controller

Ethernet, BACnet, etc.

DALI

DALI ballast
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DALI ballast

DALI ballast

DALI sensors

Original size – just 3 mm high!
PlanoSpot 360 DALI-2 S DE WH
(49 m2, 7 x 7 m)

Highlights of the DALI-2 presence sensors at a glance
→ Greater flexibility,, as the DALI-2 components can be altered at any time
by reassigning them without the need for rewiring or programming.
→	More safety thanks to interoperability of all DALI-2-components and
mandatory certification.
→ Easier installation of all DALI-2 components (ECGs, sensors, buttons)
on one line reduces time and material costs.
→ Various installation options: ceiling installation, ceiling surface-mounting
or flush-mounting.

Integrated
lux meter!

→	High security of investment: standardisation ensures compatibility
across manufacturers. This makes DALI-2 sensors easier to integrate.
The DALI-2 standard is synonymous with high levels of compatibility and security.

The perfect solution – all from a single source
DALI-2 presence sensors offer a straightforward and reliable solution for rooms where
lamps need to be dimmed or switched, blinds need to be controlled or other functions need
to be performed via remote control.
theSenda B remote controls (90709859) have an integrated lux meter. This means that
the brightness value at the desired measuring point is sent directly to the DALI-2 presence
sensor. As a result, the brightness measurement is calibrated virtually automatically.
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Successfully shaping the energy
transition with CONEXA
Solutions for municipal utilities &
energy providers
The CONEXA 3.0 Performance Smart Meter Gateway from Theben
is a secure interface connecting energy suppliers and consumers.
CONEXA ensures that you are able to determine and bill for energy consumption precisely. CONEXA and LUXORliving can be used
to create KNX-based smart home solutions that allow for exact
assignment and billing.
The plug-on CLS added-value module lets you benefit from
innovative value-added services and put completely new business
models into effect. And we don't mean at some vague point in
the future, but right now.

6 good reasons
to choose the
CONEXA 3.0
Performance
Smart Meter Gateway

#01

#02

#03

according to Common
Criteria
EAL 4+

Expandable

Compatible with
multiple clients

#04

#05

BSI-certified

Interoperable
with all relevant
admin systems
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with the CLS added-value
module

for up to 20 counters

#06

Compatible

with measuring systems
for electricity, gas, water
& heat

Can be updated
for certified functions

Added value & applications:
With CONEXA 3.0 Performance, you just get more!
The topic map from the BMWi and BSI provides the strategic basis for digitalising the energy transition. The Messstellenbetriebs-Gesetz (MsbG, the German Smart Meters Operation
Act) defines the application areas of a smart meter gateway within this context.
Applications extend from smart metering/sub-metering and smart grid to smart mobility, smart home/smart building and smart services. This is a huge range of application
areas, which not every SMGW is able to deliver. But CONEXA can.

Theben solutions for standardizing the cross-sector
digitization of the energy transition
At the moment,
Theben is the only
provider to already
have a solution in its
portfolio for every
category covered by
the topic map from
the BMWi (German
Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and
Energy) and BSI (German Federal Office for
Information Security).

Smart Metering
Sub-Metering

ASmart Meter
Gateway
CONEXA 3.0

Smart Grid

AControl box CSX

Smart Mobility

ACONEXA 3.0
with added
value module

Smart Home
Smart Building

ASmart Home
LUXORliving
AKNX Home &
Building
automation

Smart Services

ACONEXA 3.0
with added
value module

Smart, future-proof solutions - Made in Haigerloch

Device & development platform:
The smart ecosystem for the energy transition
From the very beginning, the CONEXA 3.0 Performance Smart Meter Gateway was developed with the aim of covering ALL the areas included in the BMWi and BSI topic map.
At the same time, CONEXA and its added-value module are just one part of Theben's
smart technology platform. When combined with the CSX 324 control box and the
LUXORliving smart home system, they are able to realise smart mobility, smart grid and
smart home/smart building applications that are really helping to move on the process
of digitalising the energy transition.

EMT

WAN

ASmart Home
LUXORliving
AKNX Haus- &
Gebäudeautomation

Smart Home
Smart Building

ASmart Home
Applications

AEnergy management
Applications

Value-added module with application platform
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Everything at a glance
Overview
iON LUXORliving and KNX (more information is available at www.theben.de/en)
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

LUXORliving iON2

LUXORliving touch sensor with 2 buttons and 2 status LEDs,
integrated temperature sensor

4800412

Available

LUXORliving iON4

LUXORliving touch sensor with 4 buttons and 4 status LEDs,
integrated temperature sensor

4800414

Available

LUXORliving iON8

LUXORliving room controller, integrated room thermostat

4800418

Available

iON 102 KNX

KNX touch sensor with 2 buttons and 2 status LEDs,
integrated temperature sensor, KNX Data Secure

4969232

Available

iON 104 KNX

KNX touch sensor with 4 buttons and 4 status LEDs,
integrated temperature sensor, KNX Data Secure

4969234

Available

iON 108 KNX

KNX room controller, integrated temperature sensor, KNX Data Secure

4969238

Available

2-way iON mounting plate

For installing 2 iON touch sensors

9070822

Available

New LUXORliving and KNX products (more information is available at www.theben.de/en)
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

LUXORliving M130

LUXORliving weather control centre for use with
the LUXORliving M100 weather sensor

4800492

Available

LUXORliving M100

LUXORliving combi-weather sensor for use with
the LUXORliving M130 weather control centre

4800491

Available

LUXORliving H1

LUXORliving 1-way heating actuator, flush-mounted

4800540

October 2020

HU 1 RF KNX

KNX 1-way wireless heating actuator, flush-mounted, KNX Data Secure

4941640

October 2020

HU 1 KNX

KNX 1-way heating actuator, flush-mounted, KNX Data Secure

4942540

October 2020

LUXORliving H1 RF

LUXORliving 1-way wireless heating actuator, flush-mounted

4800640

October 2020

LUXORliving T4 RF

LUXORliving 4-way wireless button interface, flush-mounted

4800604

September 2020

961604

September 2020

TU 4 RF KNX

KNX 4-way wireless button interface, flush-mounted, KNX Data Secure

4-way button module

4-way button module including temperature sensor for flush-mounted button interface 9070806

LUXORliving basic drives

LUXORliving basic drives package

4990013

September 2020
Available

KNX entry-level sets (see page 20 for more information)
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

KNX set 1 FIX

KNX set 1 FIX, dimming

4990201

September 2020

KNX set 2 FIX

KNX set 2 FIX, dimming and switching/blinds

4990202

September 2020

KNX set 3 MIX

KNX set 3 MIX, dimming and switching/blinds

4990203

September 2020

KNX set 4 KNX-RF

KNX set 4 KNX-RF, dimming, switching and blinds

4990204

September 2020

Available from

KNX room air presence detectors (see page 22 for more information)
Type

Description

Item no.

thePrema P360 KNX
AP Multi WH

KNX multisensor, consisting of KNX passive infrared presence detector
and room air sensor

2079900

October 2020

Set basic KNX AP Multi WH

KNX multisensor retrofit set (room air sensor only) for thePrema S/P

9070900

October 2020
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230 V presence and motion detectors (see page 24 for more information)
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

theRonda S360-100 FLAT DE WH

Presence detector for ceiling installation, 230 V, control system for lighting,
circular detection area 360°, up to Ø 9 m (64 m2)

2080540

November 2020

theRonda S360-101 FLAT DE WH

Presence detector for ceiling installation, 230 V, control system for lighting
and HVAC, circular detection area 360°, up to Ø 9 m (64 m2)

2080545

November 2020

theMova S360-100 FLAT DE WH

Motion detector for ceiling installation, 230 V, control system for lighting,
circular detection area 360°, up to Ø 9 m (64 m2)

1030540

November 2020

theMova S360-101 FLAT DE WH

Motion detector for ceiling installation, 230 V, control system for lighting
and HVAC, circular detection area 360°, up to Ø 9 m (64 m2)

1030545

November 2020

DALI-2 presence sensors (see page 26 for more information)
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

theRonda S360 DALI-2
S UP WH

Presence sensor for ceiling installation, DALI-2 certified,
circular detection area 360°, up to Ø 9 m (64 m2)

2080590

September 2020

theRonda P360 DALI-2
S UP WH

Presence sensor for ceiling installation, DALI-2 certified,
circular detection area 360°, up to Ø 25 m (491 m2)

2080090

September 2020

thePassa P360 DALI-2
S UP WH

Presence sensor for ceiling installation, DALI-2 certified,
rectangular detection area 360°, up to 30 x 5 m (150 m2)

2010390

September 2020

PlanoSpot 360 DALI-2
S DE WH

Presence sensor for ceiling installation, DALI-2 certified,
square detection area 360°, up to 8 x 8 m (64 m2)

2030190

September 2020

Available from

Presence and motion detector accessories
Type

Description

Item no.

Cover 110 GR

Bezel frame in grey for theRonda UP, theMova P and thePassa P

9070591

Available

Cover 85 GR

Bezel frame in grey for theRonda DE and theMova DE

9070594

Available

Cover FLAT 85 GR

Bezel frame in grey for theRonda FLAT DE

9070597

Available

Back box 75B BK

Back box in black for PlanoSpot

9070824

Available

Ceiling installation box 68A

Ceiling installation box for detector

9070992

Available

Digital time switches and GNSS antennas
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

TC 649 E

Digital LAN time switch/astronomical time switch with annual programme

6490130

Available

RC-GNSS R antenna

GNSS antenna for time synchronisation and positioning,
robust housing

9070807

Available

RC-GNSS antenna

GNSS antenna for time synchronisation and positioning

9070823

Available

LED dimmer accessories (see page 21 for more information)
Type

Description

Item no.

Available from

LED compensation module

LED compensation module for dimmer

9070825

September 2020

Delivery date information as of 20/08/2020
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House and building automation
KNX sets

KNX set 1 FIX

KNX set 2 FIX

KNX set 3 MIX

KNX set 2 FIX
Consisting of:
- Power supply
PS 640 mA T KNX
- Dimming actuator DM 8-2 T
KNX
- Switch/blinds actuator
RM 8 T KNX
- Button interface TA 8 S KNX
- 2x button interface TA 4 S KNX

KNX set 3 MIX
Consisting of:
- Power supply
PS 640 mA T KNX
- Switch/blinds actuator
RMG 8 T KNX
- 2x dimming actuator DME 2
T KNX
- 2x button interface TA 4 S KNX

KNX set 4 KNX-RF

Description
KNX set 1 FIX
Consisting of:
- Power supply
PS 640 mA T KNX
- Dimming actuator DM 4-2 T
KNX
- Button interface TA 4 S KNX

KNX set 4 KNX-RF
Consisting of:
- Power supply PS 640 mA T KNX
- Flush-mounted
media coupler TP-RF KNX
- Flush-mounted
switch actuator SU 1 RF KNX
- Flush-mounted
blinds actuator JU 1 RF KNX
- Flush-mounted
dimming actuator DU 1 RF KNX

Product selection
Type

Item no.

KNX set 1 FIX

4990201

KNX set 2 FIX

4990202

KNX set 3 MIX

4990203

KNX set 4 KNX-RF

4990204
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Accessories
LED compensation module
Description
- LED compensation module for dimmer
- To prevent afterglow with LED lamps
- To connect in parallel with consumers

LED compensation module

Product selection
Type

Item no.

LED compensation module

9070825

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.
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House and building automation
KNX multisensor
Description

thePrema P360 KNX AP Multi WH

Set basic KNX AP Multi WH

- KNX multisensor
- Consisting of KNX passive infrared
presence detector and room air sensor
(= 2 bus sharing units)
Room air sensor functions
- Measures CO2 concentration, relative
humidity, temperature and air pressure
- Three independent, configurable thresholds for
CO2 concentration and relative humidity
- Integrated room thermostat
- 4 binary inputs
Presence detector functions
- Automatic presence and brightness-dependent control for lighting and HVAC
- Square detection area 360°, up to 10 x 10 m
(100 m2), for reliable and easy planning
- 2 light channels C1, C2 with 2 light measurements and additional lighting channel C3
without influence of brightness
- 2 presence channels C4, C5 can be programmed individually
- Adaptable 3-channel light measurement
- Mixed light measurement suitable for LEDs,
fluorescent lamps (FL/PL/ESL), halogen and
incandescent lamps
- Operation as fully or semi-automatic device,
switchable
- Switching operation or constant light control
with standby function (orientation light)
- Lighting dimmable in switching mode with
standby function

- Brightness switching value or set point value
configurable in lux using parameters, object
or remote control
- Teach-in of the brightness switching value or
set point value
- Setting of the room correction factor for
brightness measurement calibration
- Light time delay configurable using parameters, object or remote control
- Configurable switch-on delay and
presence time delay
- Configurable detection sensitivity
- Self-learning time delay
- Reduced time delay in the event of short
presence
- Room monitoring function with
reduced sensitivity only for
detection of walking persons
- Scene functionality
- Extremely simple adjustment of energy
saving behaviour with "eco plus" function
- Test mode for checking function and detection area
- Parallel switching of multiple presence detectors (master/slave or master/master)
- Room monitoring
- Remote operation with the following
remote controls:
- theSenda B app remote control
- theSenda P service remote control
- theSenda S user remote control

Product selection
Product type

Type

Item no.

KNX multisensor (complete device)

thePrema P360 KNX AP Multi WH

2079900*

KNX multisensor retrofit set (room air sensor only)
for combining with existing KNX detector thePrema S/P KNX UP WH

Set basic KNX AP Multi WH

9070900*

Technical data
thePrema P360 KNX AP Multi WH
KNX operating voltage

Set basic KNX AP Multi WH

Bus voltage, approx. 24 mA (28 mA with LED switched on)

Installation height

Bus voltage, max. 15 mA

2–10 m

Brightness setting range

5–3000 lx, on

–

Lighting time delay

30 s–60 min

–

1–25% of the lamp output

–

30 s–60 min/not active/permanently on

–

10 s–120 min

–

Standby dimming value
Standby time
Presence time delay
Presence switch-on delay

10 s–30 min/not active

–

CO2 measurement range

300–5000 ppm

Temperature measurement range

–5 °C to +45 °C

Humidity measurement range
Air pressure
Ambient temperature

1–100% rh
30,000–110,000 Pa
5 °C to +40 °C

Interface extension max.

30 m

Protection rating

IP 20

* Available from October 2020
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House and building automation
KNX multisensor
Detection area (square)
Installation
height (A)

Seated (S)

Transverse (T)

2m

20 m² | 4.5 x 4.5 m

36 m² | 6 x 6 m ± 0.5 m

2.5 m

36 m² | 6 x 6 m

64 m² | 8 x 8 m ± 0.5 m

3m

49 m² | 7 x 7 m

81 m² | 9 x 9 m ± 1 m

3.5 m

64 m² | 8 x 8 m

100 m² | 10 x 10 m ± 1 m

6m

–

144 m² | 12 x 12 m ± 1.5 m

10 m

–

400 m² | 20 x 20 m ± 2 m

A

S

Detection area according to sensNORM IEC 63180, see data sheet

T

Accessories
QuickSafe safety cover
↪ Item no.: 9070531
Ceiling installation box 68A
↪ Item no.: 9070992

theSenda B
↪ Item no.: 9070985

theSenda P
↪ Item no.: 9070910

theSenda S
↪ Item no.: 9070911

Scale drawings

thePrema P360 KNX AP Multi WH

Set basic KNX AP Multi WH

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.
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Presence and motion detectors
230 V ceiling installation
Description

theRonda/theMova S360 FLAT DE WH

theRonda S360-100 FLAT DE
- Passive infrared presence detector
- Automatic motion and brightness-dependent
control for lighting

- Passive infrared presence/motion detector
for ceiling installation
- Circular detection area 360°, up to
Ø 9 m (64 m2)
- Mixed light measurement suitable for
fluorescent lamps (FL/PL/ESL), halogen/
incandescent lamps and LEDs
- Channel A light: relay, 230 V
- Operation as fully automatic device
- Configurable brightness switching value,
teach-in function
- Pulse function for staircase light timer switch
- Configurable time delay
- Configurable detection sensitivity
- Test mode for checking function and detection area
- Ready for immediate use due to factory
presetting (brightness switching value
300 lux, time delay 10 minutes)
- One of these optional remote controls is
required to change the values and settings:
- theSenda B app remote control
- theSenda P service remote control
- Optional user remote control:
theSenda S

theRonda S360-101 FLAT DE
- Passive infrared presence detector
- Automatic motion and brightness-dependent
control for lighting and HVAC
- Channel H, presence: relay, floating, e.g. for
HVAC control
- Configurable switch-on delay and time delay
theMova S360-100 FLAT DE
- Passive infrared motion detector
- Automatic motion and brightness-dependent
control for lighting
theMova S360-101 FLAT DE
- Passive infrared motion detector
- Automatic motion and brightness-dependent
control for lighting and HVAC
- Channel H, presence: relay, floating, e.g. for
HVAC control
- Configurable switch-on delay and time delay

Product selection
Type
Presence detector

Motion detector

Channel

Operating voltage

Colour

Type

Item no.

Light

230 V AC

White

theRonda S360-100 FLAT DE WH

2080540

Light | Presence

230 V AC

White

theRonda S360-101 FLAT DE WH

2080545

Light

230 V AC

White

theMova S360-100 FLAT DE WH

1030540

Light | Presence

230 V AC

White

theMova S360-101 FLAT DE WH

1030545

Other colours available with accessories

Technical data
theRonda/theMova S360-100 FLAT DE WH
Operating voltage

theRonda/theMova S360-101 FLAT DE WH
230 V AC

Frequency

50 Hz

Power consumption

0.5 W

Installation height

2–4 m

Minimum height

> 1.7 m

Brightness setting range

30–3000 lx, on

Lighting time delay

Pulse (0.5 s), 10 s–60 min

Incandescent/halogen lamp load

2300 W

Compact/fluorescent lamp load

1150 VA (cos φ = 0.5)

Inrush current

Max. 400 A/200 µs

LED lamp < 2 W (typ.)

25 W

LED lamp > 2 W (typ.)

250 W

Presence switching capacity

–

50 W/50 VA, max. 2 A

Presence switch-on delay

–

0 s–10 min

Presence time delay

–

Ambient temperature
Protection rating
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10 s–120 min
–15 °C to +50 °C
IP 54 (installed)

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.

Presence and motion detectors
230 V ceiling installation
theRonda detection area (circular)
Installation
height (A)

Seated (S)

Head on to (R)

Transverse (T)

2m

5 m² | 2.5 m

5 m² | 2.5 m

38 m² | 7 m

2.5 m

7 m² | 3 m

7 m² | 3 m

38 m² | 7 m

3m

13 m² | 4 m

13 m² | 4 m

50 m² | 8 m

3.5 m

–

13 m² | 4 m

50 m² | 8 m

4m

–

13 m² | 4 m

64 m² | 9 m

A

S|R

T

theMova detection area (circular)
Installation
height (A)

Head on to (R)

Transverse (T)

2m

5 m² | 2.5 m

38 m² | 7 m

2.5 m

7 m² | 3 m

38 m² | 7 m

3m

13 m² | 4 m

50 m² | 8 m

3.5 m

13 m² | 4 m

50 m² | 8 m

4m

13 m² | 4 m

64 m² | 9 m

A

R

T

Accessories
theSenda S
↪ Item no.: 9070911
Cover 85 FLAT GR
↪ Item no.: 9070597

theSenda B
↪ Item no.: 9070985

theSenda P
↪ Item no.: 9070910

81,2

86,1

Scale drawings

Ø

60

5

Ø8
5

Connection example

L’

L’

H1 H2

AC / DC

theRonda/theMova S360-100

theRonda/theMova S360-101

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.
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Presence and motion detectors
DALI-2 sensors
Description

theRonda DALI-2 S UP WH

- Passive infrared presence sensor for ceiling
installation, DALI-2 certified
- This device provides information about
presence and brightness in the form of a
DALI
telegram in line with IEC 62386 Part
303/304
- Easy to calibrate brightness measurement
- Test mode for checking function and detection area
- Configurable detection sensitivity
- Can be configured via DALI bus or
remote control
- The "theSenda S" or "theSenda B" user
remote controls can be used to dim or switch
the lamps, to control the
blinds or to execute additional functions via
the higher-level control system.
- Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box
- Surface mounting on ceilings possible with
110A back box (option)
- Area restriction with cover clips (optional)
- "theSenda B" app remote control (optional)
and corresponding "theSenda Plug" app (for
iOS/Android)
- A Multi-Master Application Controller is
required for start-up/control and configuration. It must be in accordance with
IEC 62386 Parts 101/103 and, optionally,
301/303/304

theRonda P360 DALI-2 S UP WH
- Circular detection area 360°, up to
Ø 25 m (491 m2)
- 3-way mixed light measurement, suitable for
fluorescent lamps (FL/PL/ESL), halogen/
incandescent lamps and LEDs
- 1 instance for presence
- 4 instances for brightness – integral/interior/centre/window
theRonda S360 DALI-2 S UP WH
- Circular detection area 360°, up to
Ø 9 m (64 m2)
- 1-way mixed light measurement, suitable for
fluorescent lamps (FL/PL/ESL), halogen/
incandescent lamps and LEDs
- 1 instance for presence
- 1 instance for brightness

Product selection
Type of installation

Channel

Colour

Type

Item no.

Ceiling installation

DALI-2 sensor

White

theRonda P360 DALI-2 S UP WH

2080090

Ceiling installation

DALI-2 sensor

White

theRonda S360 DALI-2 S UP WH

2080590

Other colours available with accessories

Technical data
theRonda P360 DALI-2 S UP WH
Operating voltage
Power consumption
Installation height
Minimum height
Brightness measurement range

theRonda S360 DALI-2 S UP WH

DALI (in accordance with IEC 62386-101): 10 V–22.5 V
Max. 10 mA
2–15 m

2–4 m
> 1.7 m
10–10,000 lx

Ambient temperature

-15 °C to +50 °C

Protection rating

IP 54 (installed)
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Presence and motion detectors
DALI-2 sensors
theRonda P detection area (circular)
Installation
height (A)

Seated (S)

Head on to (R)

Transverse (T)

2m

16 m² | 4.5 m

28 m² | 6 m

380 m² | 22 m

2.5 m

24 m² | 5.5 m

38 m² | 7 m

415 m² | 23 m

3m

28 m² | 6 m

50 m² | 8 m

452 m² | 24 m

3.5 m

38 m² | 7 m

50 m² | 8 m

452 m² | 24 m

6m

-

50 m² | 8 m

452 m² | 24 m

10 m

-

50 m² | 8 m

491 m² | 25 m

A

S

T

theRonda S detection area (circular)
Installation
height (A)

Seated (S)

Head on to (R)

Walking (T)

2m

5 m² | 2.5 m

5 m² | 2.5 m

38 m² | 7 m

2.5 m

7 m² | 3 m

7 m² | 3 m

38 m² | 7 m

3m

13 m² | 4 m

13 m² | 4 m

50 m² | 8 m

3.5 m

–

13 m² | 4 m

50 m² | 8 m

4m

–

13 m² | 4 m

64 m² | 9 m

A

S|R

T

Accessories

theSenda B
↪ Item no.: 9070985

theSenda P
↪ Item no.: 9070910

QuickSafe safety cover
↪ Item no.: 9070531

theSenda S
↪ Item no.: 9070911

Back box 110A WH
↪ Item no.: 9070912

Cover clip
↪ Item no.: 9070921

Back box 110A GR
↪ Item no.: 9070913

Cover 110 GR
↪ Item no.: 9070591

Ceiling installation box 68A
↪ Item no.: 9070992

40

Ø110

46

86

25

Scale drawings

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.
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Presence and motion detectors
DALI-2 sensors
Description
- Passive infrared presence sensor for ceiling
installation, DALI-2 certified
- This device provides information about
presence and brightness in the form of a
DALI
telegram in line with IEC 62386 Part
303/304
- Rectangular detection area 360°, up to 30 x
5 m (150 m2), for reliable and easy planning
- 3 instances for presence –
detection area zone 1 + 2/zone 1/zone 2
- 2-way mixed light measurement, suitable for
fluorescent lamps (FL/PL/ESL), halogen/
incandescent lamps and LEDs
- 3 instances for brightness – detection area
zone 1 + 2/zone 1/zone 2
- Easy to calibrate brightness measurement
- Test mode for checking function and detection area
- Configurable detection sensitivity

thePassa P360 DALI-2 S UP WH

- Can be configured via DALI bus or
remote control
- The "theSenda S" or "theSenda B" user
remote controls can be used to dim or switch
the lamps, to control the blinds or to execute
additional functions via the higher-level
control system.
- Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box
- Surface mounting on ceilings possible with
110A back box (option)
- Area restriction with cover clips (optional)
- "theSenda B" app remote control (optional)
and corresponding "theSenda Plug" app (for
iOS/Android)
- A Multi-Master Application Controller is
required for start-up/control and configuration. It must be in accordance with
IEC 62386 Parts 101/103 and, optionally,
301/303/304

Product selection
Type of installation

Channel

Colour

Type

Item no.

Ceiling installation

DALI-2 sensor

White

thePassa P360 DALI-2 S UP WH

2010390

Other colours available with accessories

Technical data
thePassa P360 DALI-2 S UP WH
Operating voltage
Power consumption

DALI (in accordance with IEC 62386-101): 10 V–22.5 V
Max. 10 mA

Installation height

2–15 m

Minimum height

> 1.7 m

Brightness measurement range

10–10,000 lx

Ambient temperature

-15 °C to +50 °C

Protection rating

IP 54 (installed)
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Presence and motion detectors
DALI-2 sensors
Detection area (rectangular)
A

Installation
height (A)

Head on to (R)

Transverse (T)

2m

56 m² | 16 x 3.5 m

56 m² | 16 x 3.5 m

2.5 m

72 m² | 18 x 4 m

88 m² | 22 x 4 m

3m

90 m² | 20 x 4.5 m

135 m² | 30 x 4.5 m

3.5 m

100 m² | 20 x 5 m

150 m² | 30 x 5 m

4m

100 m² | 20 x 5 m

150 m² | 30 x 5 m

4.5 m

100 m² | 20 x 5 m

150 m² | 30 x 5 m

5m

100 m² | 20 x 5 m

150 m² | 30 x 5 m

5.5 m

100 m² | 20 x 5 m

150 m² | 30 x 5 m

6m

100 m² | 20 x 5 m

150 m² | 30 x 5 m

R

t

r

Zone 1

T

Zone 2

Accessories

theSenda B
↪ Item no.: 9070985

theSenda P
↪ Item no.: 9070910

QuickSafe safety cover
↪ Item no.: 9070531

theSenda S
↪ Item no.: 9070911

Back box 110A WH
↪ Item no.: 9070912

Cover clip
↪ Item no.: 9070921

Back box 110A GR
↪ Item no.: 9070913

Cover 110 GR
↪ Item no.: 9070591

Ceiling installation box 68A
↪ Item no.: 9070992

40

Ø110

46

86

25

Scale drawings

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.
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Presence and motion detectors
DALI-2 sensors
Description
- Passive infrared presence sensor for ceiling
installation, DALI-2 certified
- This device provides information about presence and brightness in the form of a DALI
telegram in line with IEC 62386 Part
303/304
- Square detection area 360°, up to 8 x 8 m
(64 m2), for reliable and easy planning
- 2 instances for presence
- Standard/reduced detection zone
- Optics can be tilted to adjust the
detection area
- 3-way mixed light measurement, suitable for
fluorescent lamps (FL/PL/ESL), halogen/
incandescent lamps and LEDs
- 4 instances for brightness - interior/centre/
window/integral
- Easy to calibrate brightness measurement
- Test mode for checking function and detection area
- Configurable detection sensitivity

PlanoSpot 360 DALI-2 S DE WH

- Can be configured via DALI bus or
remote control
- The "theSenda S" or "theSenda B" user
remote controls can be used to dim or switch
the lamps, to control the blinds or to execute
additional functions via the higher-level
control system.
- Flat design with interchangeable bezel frame
in different colours
- Ceiling installation in flush-mounted box
- Surface mounting on ceilings possible with
110A back box (option)
- Area restriction with cover clips (optional)
- "theSenda B" app remote control (optional)
and corresponding "theSenda Plug" app (for
iOS/Android)
- A Multi-Master Application Controller is
required for start-up/control and configuration. It must be in accordance with
IEC 62386 Parts 101/103 and, optionally,
301/303/304

Product selection
Type of installation

Channel

Colour

Type

Item no.

Ceiling installation

DALI-2 sensor

White

PlanoSpot 360 DALI-2 S DE WH

2030190

Other colours available with accessories

Technical data
PlanoSpot 360 DALI-2 S DE WH
Operating voltage
Power consumption
Installation height
Minimum height

DALI (in accordance with IEC 62386-101): 10 V–22.5 V
Max. 10 mA
2–3.5 m
> 1.7 m

Brightness measurement range

10–10,000 lx

Ambient temperature

0 °C to +50 °C

Protection rating

30

IP 20

Additional technical data at: www.theben.de/product// item no.

Presence and motion detectors
DALI-2 sensors
Detection area (square)
Standard detection zone
Installation
height (A)

Seated (S)

Transverse (T)

2m

9 m² | 3 x 3 m

20 m² | 4.5 x 4.5 m

2.5 m

16 m² | 4 x 4 m

36 m² | 6 x 6 m

3m

20 m² | 4.5 x 4.5 m

49 m² | 7 x 7 m

3.5 m

–

64 m² | 8 x 8 m

A

S

T

Reduced detection zone
Installation
height (A)

Seated (S)

Transverse (T)

2m

4 m² | 2 x 2 m

4.4 m² | 2.1 x 2.1 m

2.5 m

6.3 m² | 2.5 x 2.5 m

9 m² | 3 x 3 m

3m

9 m² | 3 x 3 m

14.4 m² | 3.8 x 3.8 m

3.5 m

–

22.1 m² | 4.7 x 4.7 m

Accessories
PlanoCover 76 BK
↪ Item no.: 9070977
PlanoCover 76 SR
↪ Item no.: 9070978
Back box 75B BK
↪ Item no.: 9070824
Back box 75B WH
↪ Item no.: 9070796

theSenda B
↪ Item no.: 9070985

theSenda P
↪ Item no.: 9070910

theSenda S
↪ Item no.: 9070911

Scale drawings
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3

4

69

Ø43

204
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3820

Service hotline
hotline@theben.de
+49 7474 692-369
Mon–Thu 7:00–18:00, Fr 7:00–16:00

9900654

Theben AG
Hohenbergstraße 32
72401 Haigerloch, Germany
Phone +49 7474 692-0
Fax
+49 7474 692-150
info@theben.de
www.theben.de/en

Subject to technical changes and improvements.
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